Thank you for choosing the LEGO® City Undercover: The Chase Begins game for the Nintendo 3DS™ system.

Please note that, for this manual, "Nintendo 3DS" refers to both Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo 3DS XL.

Please read this manual carefully before using the software. Please also read your Operations Manual for more details and tips to help you enjoy your playing experience.

IMPORTANT

Before using this software, read all content within the Health and Safety Information application on the HOME Menu.

To access this application, tap the ▲ icon on the HOME Menu, then tap Open and read the contents of each section carefully. When you are finished, press HOME to return to the HOME Menu.

You should also thoroughly read your Operations Manual, including the "Health and Safety Information" section, before using this software.

IMPORTANT

Your Nintendo 3DS system and this software are not designed for use with any unauthorized device or unlicensed accessory. Such use may be illegal, voids any warranty, and is a breach of your Nintendo System User Agreement. Further, such use may lead to injury to yourself or others and may cause performance issues and/or damage to your Nintendo 3DS system and related services. Nintendo (as well as any Nintendo licensee or distributor) is not responsible for any damage or loss caused by the use of such device or accessory. Exempted from this policy, at our sole discretion, any Nintendo 3DS software that appears to infringe anyone else’s intellectual property. If you believe your intellectual property rights are being infringed, please visit: www.nintendo.com/law to view the full policy and understand your rights.

Nintendo respects the intellectual property of others, and we ask that you do the same. In accordance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act in the US, the Electronic Commerce Directive in the EU, and any other applicable law, we have adopted a policy of removing, in appropriate circumstances, content at our sole discretion. If you believe that our services are being used in a manner that infringes your intellectual property rights, please contact us at regulations@nintendo.co.jp.

LEGO CITY UNDERCOVER: THE CHASE BEGINS software © 2013 TT Games Publishing Ltd. Produced by TT Games under license from the LEGO Group. LEGO, the LEGO logo, LEGO City, the Bionicle and the Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2013 The LEGO Group. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. Nintendo 3DS is a trademark of Nintendo.
## Character Controls
- **Move**
- **Use**
- **Action**
- **Jump**
- **Enter vehicle**
- **Pan camera left**
- **Pan camera right**
- **Change disguise**
- **Pause menu**

## Vehicle Controls
- **Steer**
- **Accelerate**
- **Brake/reverse**
- **Exit vehicle**
- **Horn/Siren**
- **Pan camera left**
- **Pan camera right**
- **Pause Menu**

## Combat Controls
- **Move**
- **Grab / Switch stance (while grabbing) / Handcuff**
- **Jump**
- **Counter**
- **Throw / Hold to aim**
- **Pan camera left**
- **Pan camera right**
- **Pause menu**

*Note: Tapping 📱 displays hints throughout the game. It is possible to skip through a hint you have already viewed by tapping the Touch Screen.*
Saving Data

Your game progress will be automatically saved to the file you chose on the Select Slot screen.

*Note:* A rotating icon will be displayed while the game is saving.

Deleting Data

To delete save data, select a file to delete on the Select Slot screen and then press \( \checkmark \).

 Deleted data cannot be recovered, so be careful.

- Data can be lost due to user action, such as repeatedly powering off and on the system or removing a Game Card or SD Card while saving. Data loss may also be caused by poor connectivity, due to dirt or dust in the system's ports. Please be aware that in these cases data cannot be restored.
Disguise Swapping

Chase McCain goes undercover in a variety of different disguises that give him a wide range of exciting abilities. Using \( \square \) or tapping the disguise icon on the Touch Screen will allow Chase to quickly switch to any of his acquired disguises. Touching and holding the disguise icon will grant the player access to the Disguise Selector and allow them to choose which disguise they would like to switch to.

Equipment

Chase McCain must rely on many different types of equipment if he is to be successful at fighting crime in LEGO® City. Each one of Chase’s disguises comes with its own unique piece of equipment. Use all this equipment to fully explore all of LEGO City’s many hidden secrets.

Free Running

Free Running is a new addition to the LEGO series that allows Chase to move effortlessly around LEGO City at high speed. Look out for the blue- and white-colored blocks situated throughout LEGO City. Approach them and tap \( \circ \) to perform acrobatics and overcome obstacles, allowing you to reach areas of LEGO City you never thought could be explored.

Wiretapping

Wiretapping allows you to listen in on secret conversations. Stand on a wiretap location and press \( \circ \) to begin searching for a signal. By moving the Nintendo 3DS around, you can zero in on a conversation to overhear!

Note: Chase can only wiretap when in a police disguise.

When playing this game, you may have to move the Nintendo 3DS system around. Make sure you have enough room before playing, and hold the system firmly with both hands while playing. Do not move the system with excessive force, as this could cause injuries, damage to the product, or damage to nearby objects.
The combat system in LEGO City is a brand-new system that allows Chase McCain to focus his attacks on multiple enemies while also defending against multiple attackers.

**Quick Throws**

Press ⊕ when close to an enemy, and Chase will automatically perform a quick throw.

**Grabs and Advanced Throws**

Press ⊕ when close to an enemy to grab him. Once an enemy has been successfully grabbed, pressing ⊕ again will change the restrain position. Changing the restrain position allows Chase to perform lots of different throws and ultimately earn lots more Studs! Try experimenting with different combinations to get the best results.

**Aimed Throws**

When an enemy has been grabbed, press and hold ⊕, aim the throw with ⊕ or ⊕, and then release ⊕ to throw in the specified direction.

**Counterattacks**

Pressing ⊕ at the correct moment will allow Chase to counter any attack. Watch out for the on-screen button prompt!

**Handcuffing**

Once enemies have been defeated, Chase must quickly handcuff them before they can recover. Approach an enemy and quickly press ⊕ before the time runs out.

**Bonus Multipliers**

Remember, the greater the variety of attacks Chase uses, the more LEGO Studs he receives at the end of each battle. Experiment with lots of different moves to gain as many LEGO Studs as possible!
LEGO Studs

LEGO Studs are scattered throughout the game. You can also obtain them by defeating enemies and destroying objects. Collect them and spend them on vehicles, disguises, and Red Brick extras in the Police Station Operations Room.

Super Bricks

Every breakable LEGO object within the game contains Super Bricks. Break apart LEGO objects to reveal the Super Bricks, or search for hidden ones located around LEGO City. If you collect enough of these Super Bricks, you'll be able to build special Super Build structures.

Red Bricks

There are 21 special Red Bricks, which can be found in different locations in LEGO City. Collect them to unlock Red Brick extras.

Postcards

When at an observation point in LEGO City, aim the binoculars at just the right spot to be rewarded with a special postcard for that location.

Vehicle & Disguise Tokens

Vehicle and disguise tokens can be found all over LEGO City. Purchase the associated disguise or vehicle with Studs from the Police Station Operations Room to enable them to be used throughout LEGO City.
This software uses StreetPass (local wireless communication) for sending LEGO City collectibles to other players using the unique StreetPass Gift feature! Head over to the Police Station and access the Mainframe to gain access to the Gift Packages screen. Here you can send and receive special gift packages containing up to five LEGO City collectibles.

To communicate using this feature, all players must activate StreetPass for this software.

Creating a Gift Package
- Select Gift Packages from the computer's main screen.
- Select Outgoing Gift Package.
- Select one of the five empty slots.
- Add the desired gift!

Receiving a Gift Package
- Select Gift Packages from the computer's main screen.
- Select Incoming Gift Package.
- Select the received gift package to view and accept its contents.

Activating StreetPass
After launching the game, a prompt will appear asking if you want to enable StreetPass. Press @ to do so.

Deactivating StreetPass
To deactivate StreetPass, open System Settings, select Data Management, and then select StreetPass Management. Tap the icon for this software title, then select Deactivate StreetPass.

Parental Controls
You can disable StreetPass functionality via Parental Controls.

Refer to your Operations Manual for information on how to set up Parental Controls.
Support Information

Nintendo Customer Service
SUPPORT.NINTENDO.COM

USA/Canada:
1-800-255-3700

Latin America/Caribbean:
(001) 425-558-7078